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Abstract 

Now-a-day smart phones play vital roles in people’s day to day work. Smart phones are an important asset for people living in 

the 21st century. With functionality similar to computers, smart phones have become all-in-one portable devices providing 

interconnectivity and device-to-device communication. Such continuous improvement in capabilities will cause the popularity of 

smart phones to constantly rise. Since today’s android mobiles contain many securities on locking system like pattern, Personal 

Identification Number (PIN), Passwords, touch lock, voice and face recognition etc. These aspects are could be easily tracked by 

the hackers and techniques like face and voice recognition would require more memory and process to adopt. This paper will 

provide a simple and effective mode of security lock for the android smart phones. Such as, this paper will creates security lock 

and unlock of an android mobile is by shaking mobile devices by using Accelerometer sensor which is present in the mobile 

devices.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The smart multimedia devices that have been developed through active and continuous research on IT have penetrated deeply 

into their users’ daily living. In particular, multimedia smart phones provide users with basic functions such as an alarm, memos, 

contacts, and camera, as well as having various other features. In this way, they increase leisure time utilization and convenience. 

In addition, it is also utilized for various purposes such as networking services (e.g., chatting, social networking service, blog, 

email, etc.) for real-time communication with other users, work processing, and multimedia services (e.g., video chatting, 

multimedia device control, or multimedia data sharing). For these reasons, the penetration rate of the multimedia smart-phone 

has continuously increased. According to the statistics provided by Strategy Analytics (SA), an IT market research institution, 

the number of the multimedia smart phone users currently exceeds 1 billion.  

However, since the multimedia smart phones are taken everywhere by users always because of its convenient features, they 

are likely to be lost or stolen. As a result, most multimedia smart phones are now equipped with various built-in locking features. 

These include a personal identification number (PIN), which uses a simple number combination; a password, which uses 

numbers and characters; pattern lock via dragging in the preferred direction; face recognition of the user; face and voice 

recognition of the user; and drag to hide the screen. Among these, pattern lock, PINs, and passwords are the most widely used 

locking features, but they are highly vulnerable to shoulder surfing and smudge attacks, and therefore a new type of locking 

system is required. Therefore, the enhanced lock function is required to be processed multimedia content effectively due to 

increase in the popularity of smart devices. 

In this paper, we propose a secure locking screen using mobile device shaking will increase convenience of users for 

supporting human-centric mobile access completely.  The smart multimedia devices that have been developed through active and 

continuous research on IT have penetrated deeply into their users’ daily living. For these reasons, the penetration rate of the 

multimedia smart-phone has continuously increased. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, the pattern lock, face recognition, face and voice recognition, PIN, and password approaches, which are basic 

locking features embedded in multimedia smartphones, are briefly explained [15, 16]. Table 1 illustrates the basic built-in 

locking features in multimedia smartphones. 
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III. EXISTING BUILD-IN LOCKING FEATURES 

 Pattern Lock: A.

This locking feature is the most widely used by the general public. The pattern locking feature consists of a 3×3grid with simple 

user interface. The user selects the starting point and drags the pattern. However, the number of patterns provided is limited. This 

feature is vulnerable to smudge attacks by malicious attackers to unlock the pattern. 

 PIN: B.

This locking feature is used by existing feature phones. In the conventional PIN, only four numbers could be entered. Now, a 

PIN may comprise a minimum of 4 up to 16 numbers. It has a weakness in that if a user sets up numbers that are related to the 

user (such as a birthday), it will be easier to unlock. Therefore, random numbers and longer PINs make the code stronger. 

However, the positions of the input numbers are always fixed on the screen so that it is vulnerable to smudge attacks. In addition, 

it is difficult to memorize the excessively long numbers that are needed for stronger security. 

 Password: C.

The password is the most widely used locking feature, not only for smartphones but also for logging in for email, home page, 

and SNS use. This locking feature can include a combination of various numbers, letters, and special characters. However, if the 

password chosen is the same as one which has been previously used, it may be exposed easily. In addition, password syndrome 

might occur if different passwords are used in situations where a login is required. 

 Face Recognition: D.

This is a locking feature linked to the user’s face; it employs the smartphone’s built-in camera. To set up the feature, the user’s 

face is captured in the face recognition boundary to be used for the locking system. To unlock the system, a facial expression 

similar to the setup face has to be recognized. This locking feature is vulnerable if malicious users provide a similar facial 

expression or have photos of the legitimate user. 

 Face and Voice Recognition: E.

In order to overcome the vulnerability of face recognition, face with voice is used as a locking feature. For its setup for locking, 

it follows the face recognition method along with a voice recording of the repeated pronunciation of set words. However, 

problems similar to those related to face recognition exist, where a similar face or photo can be used for facial recognition. Voice 

recognition can also be unlocked using Voice modulation or a recorded voice. Thus, the usage frequency of this method is very 

low. Furthermore, if face or voice recognition does not work on the first attempt, the user has to attempt to unlock the device 

multiple times, which is inconvenient. 

IV. PROBLEMS FACED BY BUILD-IN LOCKING SYSTEM 

The Build-in Locking system faces many problems such as, Mechanisms like Pattern, PIN, Password are could be easily tracked 

by the hackers. Face and Voice recognition system require more memory and if any infection in voice and damage in face of 

original user will be treated as invalid person. Then those systems consider the original user as unauthorized user and not allow 

user to access the mobile devices. Since the face and voice recognition system are not supported in mobiles devices with 

minimum memory. 

V. ADVANTAGE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposal of Android mobile device screen lock is made by using mobile shaking or tilting the mobile devices. In Android 

mobile there is a Build-in sensor named Accelerometer which is used to detect the movement of mobile devices from left to right 

directions. This system could be economical because it uses a Build-in sensor to unlock and lock the screen of android mobile 

devices. This locking and unlocking of mobile screen could to performed by setting the number of mobile shakes is made with 

respect to direction i.e, from left to right or from right to left directions. 
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VI. TYPICAL ACCELEROMETER 

Typical accelerometers are made up of multiple axes, two to determine most two-dimensional movement with the option of a 

third for 3D positioning. Most smartphones typically make use of three-axis models, whereas cars simply use only a two-axis to 

determine the moment of impact. The sensitivity of these devices is quite high as they’re intended to measure even very minute 

shifts in acceleration. The more sensitive the accelerometer, the more easily it can measure acceleration. Figure 1 shows the 

direction acceleration process of Accelerometer. 

 
Fig. 1: Accelerometer motion direction 

VII. SCHEME OF ACCELEROMETER LOCKING SYSTEM 

Most traditional locking functions are provided by means of a physical basis such as simple touch or drag. Such methods are 

vulnerable to smudge or shoulder surfing attacks, which represent attack techniques for smartphones. In addition, password or 

PIN methods are highly vulnerable to brute force attack.  The secure screen lock using Accelerometer (Typical Accelerometer) 

for Android phones is explained in following 

 
Fig. 2: Acceleration Direction  detection 

 Procedure of Lock and Unlock: A.

The secure screen lock using Accelerometer for Android mobiles proposed in this study sets the locking feature using the mobile 

shaking time and number shakes made by the user by the smartphone, along with respect to the directions. Figure 3 shows the 

procedure for inputting mobile shake using smart phones to create a secure lock using accelerometer. Then the accelerometer 

will predict and record the number of shakes made by the user with respect to direction. Then the user has to perform the same 

number of mobile device shakes with respect to direction to confirm the secure lock. 

The user can lock and unlock their android smart phones by the mobile shakes after pressing the power button of user smart 

phones. 

 
Fig. 3: Input of Screen Lock 
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 Encryption of User Lock Details: B.

The proposed system analyzes the number of mobile shake entered by a user and estimates whether this details can be inferred 

by a malicious attacker. First, it compares the input mobile shakes with respect to direction encryption is performed. Two 

encryption methods are used: the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm and the RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) 

algorithm. If a mobile shake count of the user input is less than 5, it is modified to become at least 5 through the random number 

generation. In addition, this system does not limit an input length from a user, so that it can utilize up to all of the available Read 

Access Memory. If an inputted number of mobile shake is more, the system partially stores the encrypted pattern.  

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACCELEROMETER SCREEN LOCK 

The secure locking system using accelerometer proposed in this study consists of a user interface to set up a input as mobile 

shake and a locking release by a user, a TPC Manager for encryption, a DBManager to store the encrypted information, an LS 

Manager to manage screen locking and unlocking of  smartphones, a TPCOManager to manage locking the screen release in case 

this system is activated, an Event Handler for organic communication between Managers and Activity, and Activity to show the 

locking screen for users.  

1) User interface consists of Setting, which is used to setup a time pattern by a user, and UIDA (user input detect area), 

which detects the user’s input. In Setting, the following buttons are available: Next, Save, Reset, and Cancel. The Next 

button plays a role in inputting a time pattern by a user for locking the setup and changing the input state to the re-entry 

request state. Once the same time pattern mobile shake is inputted into the reentry state, the time pattern is applied to the 

locking screen through the Save button. The Reset button plays a role in returning to the initial state if a user sets up a 

time pattern incorrectly. The Cancel button plays a role in terminating the setup when a user does not want to setup the 

locking screen.  

2) TPC Manager (time pattern cipher manager) consists of TPE (time pattern encryption), which plays a role in encrypting 

the time patterns received from the TP Manager and TPD (time pattern decryption), which plays a role in decrypting the 

encrypted time patterns. Two encryption methods are used: AES (advanced encryption standard) and RSA (Rivest-

Shamir-Adleman). 

3) DBManager plays a role in storing, loading, and comparing the time patterns encrypted in the TPCManager in 

smartphones. The DBManager consists of TPS (time pattern save), which saves a time pattern, TPL (time pattern load), 

which loads a time pattern, and TPC (time pattern compare), which compares an input time pattern and the saved time 

patterns to unlock the locked screen. TPC organically communicates with the TPCManager to compare an input time 

pattern with the saved encrypted time patterns. 

4) LS Manager (lock screen manager) is responsible for locking and unlocking the screen in smartphones. The LS 

Manager consists of LSA (lock state analysis), which analyzes a locking state, and LSN (lock state notification), which 

applies a locking or unlocking state to smartphones. Through the LSN, Lock, which performs screen locking, and 

UnLock, which releases screen unlocking, are called each function. 

5) TPCO Manager (time pattern count operation manager) is responsible for counting the number of incorrect time 

patterns that are inputted by a user when the SLSTP is activated. If a user enters an incorrect time pattern five times in a 

row, the TPCO Manager changes the screen into a locking state for 30 seconds. After 30 seconds has elapsed, it is 

reinitialized to count again. The count number can be adjusted based on the user’s preference. 

6) EventHandler plays a role as a broker to share information organically between Activity and the other managers, such as 

the TP Manager, the LS Manager, and the TPCO Manager. Through the Event Handler, all the situations performed in 

Activity can be reflected. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Although multimedia smartphones have become very popular among the general public thanks to  their simple portability and 

various convenient features, the risk of important data loss due to phone loss or theft by a malicious third party has also 

increased. For these reasons, users of multimedia smartphones employ the built-in locking features in the multimedia 

smartphone. However, typical locking features have low security strength and are vulnerable to the shoulder surfing and smudge 

attacks, where passwords can be determined easily. 

We proposed the SLSTP to provide convenience and improved security to users for supporting human-centric multimedia 

device completely. The SLSTP showed the strongest security against a smudge attack compared with the pattern lock, password, 

and PIN, which are the most frequently used security approaches in multimedia smartphones. Since the LSTP uses logical data, 

the locking feature in the smart multimedia device can be strengthened, making itmore difficult to conjecture the password 

pattern. Furthermore, the SLSTP provides enhanced usability because it is structured with a simple interface that involves simple 

pressing and releasing. 
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X. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

A Secure Screen Lock System for Android Smart Phones Using Accelerometer Sensor is proposed study on smart screen lock 

for smart phones. This system could even more effective when these procedures are used along with time constraints. The system 

security could be increase by using the above reported process of mobile shaking with respect to direction  along with timing 

constraints while on user input and could be verifed on  locking and unlocking the screen of mobile within the reported time. 
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